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The Lean Management Journal (LMJ) is a leading publication focused 
on lean and continuous improvement, offering in-depth analysis, 
comment, case studies and reviews to give insight into the most 
important issues facing the lean community.

Since its launch in 2009, LMJ has laid the foundations of a strong 
international readership community that spans across all sectors. 
Subscribers are based globally with a strong reach into Northern 
Europe; globally lean professionals are benefitting from the knowledge 
exchanges LMJ facilitates.

Breaking down traditional conceptions about lean, LMJ is a cross-sector 
publication with contributions in every issue from public and private 
sector lean leaders in businesses specialising in everything from car hire 
to financial services, healthcare and telecommunications as well as the 
traditional manufacturing base.

The sixth edition of LMJ’s annual flagship event captures a year’s worth 
of thoughts, ideas and best practice reported on by the journal. The 
conference will provide delegates with inspiration, thought leadership, 
best practice and networking opportunities. The lean conference 
will focus on the key ingredients and considerations that transform 
operations and instil game changing efficiency improvements.

6th Annual LMJ 
European Conference

THE CONFERENCE 

OVERVIEW

“Great range of speakers”

– Selex Es Ltd

“All of the breakout sessions 
had plenty of opportunity to 
participlate and the dinner was 
a good opportunity to reflect 
on day one” 

– Sellafield Ltd

“Breaks and networking sessions 
went well and the evening 
dinner was good”

– Lean Competency System

“Good motivational speakers”

– Airbus Space & Defence



As the leading publication on lean and continuous improvement, the Lean Management Journal has 
enjoyed tremendous success over the past six years. The quality of the content featured in the journal 
is acknowledged by a growing readership, and the inspiration and knowledge sharing provided by 
regularly sold out events and seminars proves how far the LMJ has gone.

The 2015 conference promises to be a real lean festival; attracting leaders from different sectors and 
industries, with the shared need of progressing their lean education and awareness.

The LMJ Annual Conference topic areas have been researched through consultation with the LMJ 
Editorial Board, experts spanning the four corners of the globe. We also gather advice and consult 
with our partners and sponsors about topics and subjects that could be covered during the two days. 

International keynotes 
Delegates will be inspired to take their own lean journey to the next level through international 
keynote speakers from a cross sector of industry.

Relevant breakout case studies
Each day attendees will choose from practical practitioner led breakouts in which they select the case 
studies most relevant to their needs.

Ideas exchange cafe
Delegates become the speaker, the panellist and the questioner, an open forum with no 
presentations in which focused subjects are discussed and ideas given by all participants. 

Deep dive sessions
Attendees will be able to participate in in-depth discussion and learning in these focused session that 
are subject specific. 

Workshops
Hands on workshops that allow attendees to take a deeper look at subjects that matter in an open 
environment designed to encourage hands on learning.

LMJ leaders networking dinner
All participants enioy a superb three-course dinner with complementary wine, while relaxing and 
networking with fellow lean practitioners at the end of day one.

The Sixth Annual Lean Management Journal European conference will focus on the adoption and 
adaption of lean across all functions. Delegates will learn from experts and best practice case 
studies from across Europe. 

Whether you are running lean programmes across several countries or sites, or simply driving continuous 
improvement at one location across varied teams, this two-day event will provide unparalleled 
inspiration, learning and networking.

EVENT TOPICS INCLUDE 

•  Going beyond engagement to create proactivity in daily roles 
•  Staff engagement by creating respect and honesty 
•  Lean across all sectors
•  How do you create a problem solving culture?
•  Lean in the office
•  Running a project in-house vs engaging outside expertise 
•  How is lean changing the modern world? 
•  Creating patterns in staff actions and  converting these into learned behaviour 

THE PROGRAMME WILL INCLUDE:

THEMES



SPEAKING OPPORTUNITIES

Limited speaking opportunities are available for sponsors to ensure all of the agenda content is end-user 
led. Each speaking slot serves to demonstrate how attendees could benefit from collaborating with your 
business. Speaking options include:

Plenary address
A 30 minute client case study which addresses the entire delegation. This is an ideal opportunity to 
demonstrate your expertise, share client success stories and position yourself as a thought leader with 
everyone in attendance, in a subtle yet powerful statement.

Roundtable
A roundtable leader will use this platform to gain insight into their customers’ deepest challenges 
by facilitating an interactive discussion for 10-15 executives and can be lead directly by a sponsor 
representative or by a customer. 

Panel discussion
Chair or join a panel of experts with the option to include one of your clients for a 30 minute interactive 
Q&A. Each panellist will give a short overview of their perspective on the topic, before the Chairman 
facilitates discussion between the panel and audience. Position yourself as a topic expert alongside the 
industry leaders. 

Chairing
A true thought leadership opportunity that gives you the chance to position yourself as a broad industry 
expert. Your role is to guide the discussions, keep the agenda on track, provide commentary throughout 
and summarise the key lessons following each presentation. 



LEAN MANAGEMENT JOURNAL’S 2015 ANNUAL NETWORKING DINNER 
Occurring on the evening of the first day of the conference, LMJ Annual European Conference will offer 
all attending delegates the opportunity to attend the annual LMJ networking dinner. This will include 
keynote speakers from the conference, a three course meal and an informal guest speaker provided 
by a sponsor. 

The evening provides the ideal setting to cement relationships created during the conference, but in a 
more relaxed and informal setting. 

DELEGATE PROFILE
There are a range of lean practitioners attending from across manufacturing, retail, finance and legal 
along with industry experts and leading academics. With approximately 120-150 delegates set to 
attend in 2015 this will be the largest conference to date and provide a wealth of opportunities for all 
who attend.

BENEFITS OF SPONSORING
•  Be positioned as a leading thinker within the lean world to a cross sector of experienced lean professionals 

•  Increased brand awareness, both at the event and beforehand in the build up including inclusion on  
    all event material 

•  Direct access to experts and leaders who want to develop ways that they can overcome the most  
    common difficulties surrounding a lean programme

•  Excellent networking opportunities with a captive audience to promote your brand

•  Brilliant opportunity for building relationships with your own clients by inviting your key accounts as  
    guests, this will position you not just as a sales channel, but also as an educational resource

MARKETING AND BRANDING OPPORTUNITIES
In addition to all the business development opportunities on-site, our Annual LMJ European conference 
offer additional channels for exposure beyond the attendees.

Our multi-channel campaigns expand your reach through our extensive internal database, editorial 
content and targeted social media activity.

Marketing services include
Wish list: Provide a list of companies or individuals you would like the team to invite to ensure the right 
audience is being targeted to reflect your objectives. You will have a dedicated member of the team 
assigned to you, to manage this list and provide you with feedback.

Social media: Interact with our extensive end-user following to create greater brand exposure in the 
run up to the event.

Email invitations: Receive a pre-written email template so you can issue invitations for the event to your 
contacts to create an effortless, but personal campaign. 

Website branding: Feature your company logo, promotional text and URL on the event website.

On-site branding: Include your profile in the event catalogue, which is distributed on-site to all 
attendees. Feature your company logo on-site (e.g. welcome banner, rolling presentation in 
conference room, front page of event guide). Details and locations of this branding depend on your 
sponsorship package.



SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES:

Branding on the event website, event literature and other marketing 

materials

Branding on main conference stage and throughout venue

Branding in one of the breakout rooms

Staff attendance across the two day conference

Insert into delegate pack

An exhibition space in the main networking area of the conference 

(room for 2 x pull-up stands, literature racks)

Visibility of attending companies provided one week before the event

One client case study presentation in one of the streams * (1)

Chair one of the two streams involving introducing case studies and 

facilitating Q & A sessions

Facilitation of a round table discussion with branding in the room * (4)

Place on a panel debate 
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Headline Silver BronzeGold

Private networking dinner

Investment required

Contact details of the entire delegate list provided after the event

Guest places for the conference (must be relevant senior end–

users only)

Opportunity to be positioned as main sponsor of dinner on the 

evening of the first day of the conference * (2)

The opportunity to be positioned as main sponsor of drinks and 

canapés of ‘Top 25’

* (2) Branding throughout the room

 * (1) Case study company and abstract must be agreed with event producer

Conversation will be steered in the relevant direction by LMJ and topics for discussion can be sponsors suggestion 

Up to two hosts from the sponsoring company can attend who will co host with two hosts from the LMJ

* (4) Topic to be suggested and agreed with producer
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Head Office:

Hennik Group, Elizabeth House
5th Floor
39 York Road, London
SE1 7NQ

If you are interested in sponsoring the 6th Annual LMJ European 
Conference please contact our sponsorship team:

themanufacturer.com
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Email: sales-uk@hennikgroup.com or Phone: +44 (0)20 7401 6033 (Opt1)
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